GROUND BREAKING
OUTDOOR POWER SOLUTIONS

The ingenious new Outdoor Ground Box
ELEVATING YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE.

Real estate comes at a premium. Now Legrand opens a new world of possibilities to make the most of your outdoor spaces by delivering power, data, or AV connectivity with the new Outdoor Ground Box. Its low-profile design mounts flush with any outdoor ground surface and is perfect for commercial settings including outdoor shopping centers, corporate campuses, amusement parks, sporting venues, and more.

It’s part of an exciting new line of outdoor power products that bring safe, permanent power outside, promoting longer stays, better productivity and more positive experiences within your facility. Outdoor Power Solutions by Legrand bring new energy to your underutilized spaces.
CLEVER DESIGN THAT WEATHERS THE ELEMENTS.

The Outdoor Ground Box brings the convenience of safe, permanent power to any outdoor setting with a clean, seamlessly integrated design. It’s built with UV-resistant material that can stand up to the harshest weather conditions. And its ANSI/SCTE 77 Tier 5 rating means it can withstand a 5,000 pound load, so groundskeeping tractors and mowers are no problem.

HIGHEST SAFETY RATINGS

Thanks to its diving bell-inspired design, it’s the first UL-rated while in use in-ground box that provides permanent power and is always “on.” It’s also the first outdoor-rated ground box equipped with a NEMA 6P wiring enclosure and rated for wet locations.

SAFE IN ALL SEASONS

Its NEMA 6P & IP68 Rated “diving bell” design traps and maintains an air pocket, keeping connection points safely away from wet weather. Features include a lockable security cover to prevent unauthorized access.

A modular, interlocking design allows ganging for specific connectivity needs.
The Outdoor Ground Box comes in three finishes to complement any outdoor space. It’s available in a host of configurations to suit your needs.

**Options & Details**

**Choose Your Power Option, or Gang Multiple Boxes**
- 2-gang 20 amp duplex receptacles
- Single 30 amp Turnlok® locking receptacle L5-30R (125V)
- 2-gang low voltage box for communication and a/v

**Easy to Use and Maintain**
- Built-in cable guides organize cables and line them up with the smart egress door that automatically adjusts to allow for easy management of cables exiting out. The egress door also auto closes and locks when no cables are exiting the box.

**Good Looking, Long Lasting**
- Designed to deliver permanent connections to outdoor spaces in a non-disruptive way
- Sits flush with the ground to seamlessly blend into existing landscaping
- UV Resistant Material enhances product durability
- Can be installed in a variety of surfaces like grass, mulch, concrete, brick, pavers and more
- Comes in three natural finishes of black, brown and gray

The Outdoor Ground Box comes in three finishes to complement any outdoor space. It’s available in a host of configurations to suit your needs.

** THINK INSIDE THE BOX **

2-gang, 20 amp duplex receptacles
2-gang low voltage box (shown with communications options)
2-gang low voltage box (shown with audio/video devices)

Ground Boxes are also available with the following receptacles:
- 15-Amp (both standard and locking)
- 20-Amp (both standard and locking)
- 30-Amp (both standard and locking)
- L14-30R (ideal for food trucks)

** Units mount flush to any surface and feature a smart egress door that adjusts to exiting cables. **
OUTDOORS IS THE NEW INDOORS. Legrand is a global leader in power, lighting and data delivery solutions. We see power moving outdoors, which is why we are innovating products to optimize your outdoor spaces. To learn more about our complete line of outdoor power solutions, visit legrand.us/outdoor.